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Abstract
The Banach ultrapower construction is applied in fixed point theory for multivalued mappings. We intro-
duce the notion of ultra-asymptotic centers and use it to remove the separability assumption from the results
of Domínguez Benavides, Lorenzo Ramírez (2004) and Dhompongsa, Kaewcharoen, Kaewkhao (2006).
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1. Introduction
The fixed point theory for multivalued nonexpansive mappings is more complicated than its
single-valued counterpart and a lot of problems remain open. The first existence results were
obtained by Markin [30] and Browder [6]. Subsequently, Lami Dozo [27] proved a fixed point
theorem for compact-valued mappings in Banach spaces which satisfy the Opial condition, and
Lim [28] used the notion of asymptotic centers to prove a result, earlier announced by Reich [32],
in uniformly convex spaces. An interesting picture of the origins of metric fixed point theory for
multivalued mappings is given in [14].
An elegant approach to Lim’s result was performed by Goebel [18] and by Lim [29] him-
self. An extension of the Lim theorem was obtained by Kirk [23] and Kirk and Massa [24], see
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846 A. Wis´nicki, J. Wos´ko / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 326 (2007) 845–857also [26]. It seems that Reich [31] was the first who used condensing “inward” mappings in
studying fixed points of multivalued nonexpansive mappings. The new possibilities were opened
when this technique was applied by Xu [37]. Soon after, new results were obtained by Domínguez
Benavides and Lorenzo Ramírez [11–13] who used Xu’s observation together with a certain re-
lationship between the Chebyshev radius of the asymptotic center of a bounded sequence and
the modulus of noncompact convexity. Their method was generalized by Dhompongsa, Kaew-
charoen and Kaewkhao [9], and Dhompongsa et al. [10].
The use of asymptotic centers in multivalued fixed point theory is rather tedious because it
is necessary to choose subsequences of a given sequence several times. Moreover, we have to
guarantee that asymptotic centers of those subsequences are equal to one another, which is not
always possible. In this paper we propose, in our opinion, a more natural approach based on the
Banach space ultrapower construction.
In Section 3 we prove basic facts about the multivalued extension of a mapping T in the ul-
trapower of a Banach space X. This leads, in a natural way, to the notion of the ultra-asymptotic
center which is examined in Section 4. The ultraproduct machinery is applied in Section 5. We
follow the ideas from [9,10], define the coefficient DLU (X) and prove the ultralimit—counterpart
of Theorem 3.3 in [9]. Notice that the ultraproduct technique allows us, in addition to “killing”
some epsilons and subsequences, to treat both “self-” and “nonself-” cases in a unified way.
Moreover, we need not assume the separability of a domain. This leads, in Section 6, to general-
izations of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 in [12] and Corollary 3.6 in [9].
2. Preliminaries
Let X be a Banach space and E a nonempty closed subset of X. We denote by CB(E) the
family of all nonempty bounded closed subsets of E, by K(E) the family of all nonempty com-
pact subsets of E and by KC(E) the family of all nonempty compact convex subsets of E. For
A,B ∈ CB(X), the Hausdorff metric is given by
H(A,B) = max
{
sup
x∈A
inf
y∈B ‖x − y‖, supy∈B infx∈A‖x − y‖
}
.
A multivalued mapping T :E → CB(X) is said to be a contraction if there exists a constant
k < 1 such that
H(T x,T y) k‖x − y‖, x, y ∈ E,
and T is said to be nonexpansive if
H(T x,T y) ‖x − y‖, x, y ∈ E.
Let
χ(A) = inf{d > 0: A can be covered by finitely many balls of radii d}
denote the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness of a bounded set A.
A multivalued mapping F :E → 2X is said to be χ -condensing (respectively, 1–χ -contrac-
tive) if, for each bounded subset A of E with χ(A) > 0, F(A) is bounded and
χ
(
F(A)
)
< χ(A)
(
respectively, χ
(
F(A)
)
 χ(A)
)
,
see [1,3,4,21]. Here F(A) =⋃x∈A Fx.
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Fx ⊂ V } is open in E whenever V ⊂ X is open. The inward set of E at x ∈ E is defined by
IE(x) =
{
x + λ(y − x): λ 1, y ∈ E}.
The following theorem generalizes earlier results of Browder [5], Halpern [20], and others
(see [8, Corollary 11.3]).
Theorem 2.1. (Deimling [7], see also Reich [31]) Let E be a nonempty bounded closed convex
subset of a Banach space X and F :E → KC(X) be upper semicontinuous and χ -condensing. If
Fx ∩ IE(x) = ∅ for all x ∈ E, then F has a fixed point.
Theorem 2.1 was used in [37], see also [36], to extend the Kirk–Massa theorem [23,24], see
also [26], and in [11,12] to study fixed points in nearly uniformly convex spaces and their gen-
eralizations. However, in order to apply Theorem 2.1 in the theory of nonexpansive mappings
properly, some additional assumptions are necessary. It was shown in [35] that the limitations in
the use of the above theorem in fixed point theory for nonexpansive mappings are fundamental
in nature because there exist nonexpansive mappings which are not 1–χ -contractive. These lim-
itations have been overcome by Domínguez Benavides and Lorenzo Ramírez in the important
case of nonexpansive self-mappings, see [13, Theorem 3.3]. The key observation was to use the
relative Hausdorff measure χE rather than χ . Below, we present a slightly more general result
given in [35].
Theorem 2.2. Let E be a closed convex subset of a Banach space X, T :E → KC(E) be a
multivalued contraction and let D be a bounded closed convex subset of E. If T x ∩ ID(x) = ∅
for all x ∈ D, then T has a fixed point in D.
3. Basic construction
Let U be a free ultrafilter defined on N. Recall [2,19,22,33] that the ultrapower (X)U of a
Banach space X is the quotient space of
l∞(X) =
{
(xn): xn ∈ X for all n ∈N and
∥∥(xn)∥∥= sup
n
‖xn‖ < ∞
}
by
kerN =
{
(xn) ∈ l∞(X): lim
n→U
‖xn‖ = 0
}
.
We follow [15] and use the notation “limn→U ‖xn‖” for a limit over the ultrafilter U . Thus
lim
n→U
‖xn‖ = 0 iff ∀ε > 0
{
n ∈N: ‖xn‖ < ε
} ∈ U .
One can prove that X˜ = (X)U is a Banach space and that the quotient norm on X˜ is given by
‖(xn)U‖ = limn→U ‖xn‖, where (xn)U is the equivalence class of (xn). It is also clear that X is
isometric to a subspace of X˜ by the canonical embedding x → (x, x, . . .)U . If E ⊂ X, we shall
use the symbols E˙, x˙ to denote the images of E and x in X˜, respectively, in the style of [25].
Thus x˙ = (x, x, . . .)U and
E˙ = {x˙ ∈ X˜: x ∈ E}.
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closed and convex subset of a Banach space X and denote by E˜ ⊂ X˜ the set
E˜ = {x˜ ∈ X˜: ∃(xn) (x˜ = (xn)U and xn ∈ E for all n ∈N)}.
Let (xn), (yn) be two sequences in E such that limn→U ‖xn − yn‖ = 0. Then, for every sequence
(un) such that ∀n ∈N (un ∈ T xn), there exists a sequence (vn) such that ∀n ∈N (vn ∈ Tyn), and
‖un − vn‖H(T xn,T yn) + 1
n
 ‖xn − yn‖ + 1
n
.
Hence
lim
n→U
‖un − vn‖ = 0.
It follows, by interchanging (un) and (vn), that we may define unambigously a multivalued
mapping
T˜ x˜ = {u˜ ∈ X˜: ∃(un) (u˜ = (un)U and un ∈ T xn for all n ∈N)},
where x˜ ∈ E˜ is of the form (xn)U for a certain sequence (xn) in E. Moreover the set T˜ (xn)U is
closed and bounded, (see [2, Proposition 5.1], [22, Proposition 2.18]), and hence
T˜ : E˜ → CB(X˜).
The Hausdorff metric in CB(X˜) will be denoted by H˜ .
Proposition 3.1. For every (xn)U , (yn)U ∈ E˜,
H˜
(
T˜ (xn)U , T˜ (yn)U
)= lim
n→U
H(T xn,T yn).
Proof. Fix (xn)U , (yn)U ∈ E˜. For every sequence (un), ∀n ∈ N (un ∈ T xn), there exists a se-
quence (vn), ∀n ∈N (vn ∈ Tyn), such that
‖un − vn‖H(T xn,T yn) + 1
n
.
Hence∥∥(un)U − (vn)U∥∥ lim
n→U
H(T xn,T yn)
and, by symmetry,
H˜
(
T˜ (xn)U , T˜ (yn)U
)
 lim
n→U
H(T xn,T yn).
Put dn = H(T xn,T yn), d = limn→U dn and choose ε > 0. Let
I1 =
{
n ∈N: ∀u ∈ T xn ∃v ∈ Tyn
(‖u − v‖ dn − ε)},
I2 =
{
n ∈N: ∀v ∈ Tyn ∃u ∈ T xn
(‖u − v‖ dn − ε)}.
It follows from the definition of the Hausdorff metric that I1 ∪ I2 =N and hence at least one of
these sets, say I1, belongs to U . But {n ∈N: |dn − d| < ε} ∈ U and hence{
n ∈N: ∀u ∈ T xn ∃v ∈ Tyn
(‖u − v‖ d − 2ε)} ∈ U .
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H˜
(
T˜ (xn)U , T˜ (yn)U
)
 d − 2ε
and, since ε > 0 was arbitrary,
H˜
(
T˜ (xn)U , T˜ (yn)U
)
 lim
n→U
H(T xn,T yn).
This completes the proof. 
It follows from Proposition 3.1 that T˜ : E˜ → CB(X˜) is a multivalued nonexpansive mapping:
H˜
(
T˜ (xn)U , T˜ (yn)U
)= lim
n→U
H(T xn,T yn) lim
n→U
‖xn − yn‖ =
∥∥(xn)U − (yn)U∥∥.
Proposition 3.2.
(a) If T is convex-valued, then T˜ is convex-valued, too.
(b) If T is compact-valued, then T˜ is compact-valued and T˜ x˙ = (T x)· for every x ∈ E.
Proof. We only prove (b). Clearly, (T x)· ⊂ T˜ x˙. Let x ∈ E and (un)U ∈ T˜ x˙. This means that
there exists a sequence (vn) of elements in T x such that limn→U ‖un − vn‖ = 0. Since T x is
compact, there exists v ∈ T x such that limn→U ‖vn − v‖ = 0. Hence
lim
n→U
‖un − v‖ lim
n→U
‖un − vn‖ + lim
n→U
‖vn − v‖ = 0
and consequently (un)U = v˙. This completes the proof. 
4. Ultra-asymptotic centers
Let E be a nonempty closed and convex subset of X and (xn) a bounded sequence in X.
Recall that the asymptotic radius and the asymptotic center of (xn) relative to E are defined,
respectively, by
r
(
E, (xn)
)= inf{lim sup
n→∞
‖xn − x‖: x ∈ E
}
and
A
(
E, (xn)
)= {x ∈ E: lim sup
n→∞
‖xn − x‖ = r
(
E, (xn)
)}
.
A sequence (xn) is called regular relative to E if r(E, (xn)) = r(E, (xni )) for all subsequences
(xni ) of (xn) and is called asymptotically uniform relative to E if A(E, (xn)) = A(E, (xni )) for
all subsequences (xni ) of (xn). The following lemma was proved by Goebel [18] and Lim [29],
independently.
Lemma 4.1. For any E ⊂ X and a bounded sequence (xn) in X, there exists a subsequence of
(xn) which is regular relative to E.
For our purpose we shall need the following ultralimit—counterparts of the classical notions
given above. From now on, U denotes a (fixed) free ultrafilter defined on N.
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ru
(
E, (xn)
)= inf{ lim
n→U
‖xn − x‖: x ∈ E
}
and the ultra-asymptotic center of (xn) relative to E is defined by
Au
(
E, (xn)
)= {x ∈ E: lim
n→U
‖xn − x‖ = ru
(
E, (xn)
)}
.
It is not difficult to see that Au(E, (xn)) is a nonempty weakly compact convex set as E is.
Notice that the above notions have a natural interpretation in the ultrapower X˜:
ru
(
E, (xn)
)= inf
x∈E
∥∥(xn)U − x˙∥∥
is the relative Chebyshev radius, and,(
Au
(
E, (xn)
))· = E˙ ∩ BX˜((xn)U , r)
is the relative Chebyshev center of {(xn)U } with respect to E˙ in the ultrapower X˜. (Here
BX˜((xn)U , r) denotes the ball in X˜ centered at (xn)U and of radius r = ru(E, (xn)).)
It should be noted that, in general, A(E, (xn)) and Au(E, (xn)) may be different.
Example. Let U be a free ultrafilter defined on N such that {2,4,6, . . .} ∈ U and let
xn =
{
δin for n = 1,3,5, . . . ,
(−3,0,0, . . .) for n = 2,4,6, . . . ,
be a sequence of elements in X = 2. Then r(X, (xn)) = 1 23 , ru(X, (xn)) = 0, χ({xn}) = 1,
A(X, (xn)) = {(−1 13 ,0, . . .)} and Au(X, (xn)) = {(−3,0, . . .)}.
Proposition 4.3. If (xn) is regular relative to E, then
ru
(
E, (xn)
)= r(E, (xn)).
Proof. Assume that ru(E, (xn)) < r(E, (xn)). Then there exists a subsequence (xni ) and y ∈ E
such that
lim
i→∞‖xni − y‖ < r
(
E, (xn)
)
.
Hence r(E, (xni )) < r(E, (xn)) which contradicts regularity of (xn). Hence ru(E, (xn)) 
r(E, (xn)). The converse inequality is obvious. 
Notice that the notion of the asymptotic radius is closely related with the notion of the relative
Hausdorff measure of noncompactness, defined by
χE(A) = inf{d > 0: A can be covered by finitely many balls in E of radii d}.
It is not difficult to see that
r
(
E, (xn)
)
 χE
({xn}).
Proposition 4.4. For any bounded sequence (xn),
ru
(
E, (xn)
)
 χE
({xn}).
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a finite set {y1, y2, . . . , ym} ⊂ E such that for every xn there exists yi such that
‖xn − yi‖ r1.
Hence limn→U ‖xn − y‖ r1 for some y ∈ {y1, y2, . . . , ym}, a contradiction. 
Thus we obtain:
Proposition 4.5. If (xn) is a bounded sequence which is regular relative to E, then
r
(
E, (xn)
)= ru(E, (xn))= χE({xn}).
5. General theorems
Let E be a nonempty bounded closed and convex subset of X and (xn) a bounded sequence
in X. Recall that
rC(D) = inf
x∈C supy∈D
‖x − y‖
denotes the Chebyshev radius of D relative to C.
The following property was extracted by Dhompongsa, Kaewcharoen and Kaewkhao [9], by
investigating the proofs in [12,13].
Definition 5.1. A Banach space X is said to satisfy the Domínguez–Lorenzo condition if there
exists λ < 1 such that for every weakly compact convex subset E of X and for every sequence
(xn) in E which is regular relative to E,
rE
(
A
(
E, (xn)
))
 λr
(
E, (xn)
)
.
Inspired by this condition and a slightly weaker property defined in [10], we introduce the
following coefficient which may be regarded as the ultralimit—counterpart of the above ideas.
Definition 5.2. Let U be a free ultrafilter defined on N. The coefficient DLU (X) of a Banach
space X is defined as
DLU (X) = sup
{
χE(Au(E, (xn)))
χE({xn})
}
,
where the supremum is taken over all nonempty convex weakly compact subsets E of X and all
weakly, not norm-convergent sequences (xn) in E which are regular relative to E. To be precise,
put sup∅ = 0 (for Schur spaces).
It follows from Proposition 4.5 that we can also use r(E, (xn)) or ru(E, (xn)) instead of
χE({xn}) above. Similar as in [9, Theorem 3.2] we can prove that DLU (X) < 1 implies the weak
normal structure of X.
We are now in a position to prove our general theorem which resembles Theorem 3.3 in [9].
We point out, however, that by applying the ultraproduct machinery, we need not assume the
separability of E.
Notice that T (E) is bounded whenever E is bounded and T :E → CB(X) is nonexpansive.
Indeed, if x0 ∈ E then T x ⊂ B(T x0,‖x − x0‖) for every x ∈ E.
Fix a free ultrafilter U .
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DLU (X) < 1. Assume that T :E → KC(X) is a nonexpansive and 1–χ -contractive mapping
such that T x ⊂ IE(x) for every x ∈ E. Then T has a fixed point.
Proof. Let y0 ∈ E and consider, for each n 1, the contraction Tn :E → KC(X) defined by
Tnx = 1
n
y0 +
(
1 − 1
n
)
T x, x ∈ E.
It is not difficult to see that Tnx ⊂ IE(x) for all x ∈ E. Since T is 1–χ -contractive, Tn is
(1 − 1
n
)–χ -contractive and, by Theorem 2.1, there exists a fixed point xn of Tn. Thus, there
exists a sequence (xn) of elements in E such that limn→∞ dist(xn, T xn) = 0. By the Goebel–
Lim Lemma 4.1 we can assume that (xn) is weakly convergent and regular relative to E. Let
A1 = Au(E, (xn)). We show that
T x ∩ IA1(x) = ∅ for every x ∈ A1. (1)
Observe first that (xn)U ∈ T˜ (xn)U . By Proposition 3.2, T˜ x˙ = (T x)· is compact and hence there
exists u ∈ T x such that∥∥(xn)U − u˙∥∥= H˜ (T˜ (xn)U , T˜ x˙) ∥∥(xn)U − x˙∥∥= ru(E, (xn)). (2)
Since u ∈ T x ⊂ IE(x), there exists α  1 and y ∈ E such that u = x + α(y − x). If α = 1 then
u = y ∈ E and it follows from (2) that u ∈ A1. If α > 1 then y = 1α u + (1 − 1α )x and therefore
we have∥∥(xn)U − y˙∥∥ 1
α
∥∥(xn)U − u˙∥∥+
(
1 − 1
α
)∥∥(xn)U − x˙∥∥ ru(E, (xn)).
Hence y ∈ A1 and consequently u ∈ IA1(x). Thus (1) is satisfied.
Fix y1 ∈ A1 and consider for each n 1 the contraction T 1n :E → KC(X) defined by
T 1n x =
1
n
y1 +
(
1 − 1
n
)
T x, x ∈ A1.
As before, T 1n is (1 − 1n )–χ -contractive and, by Theorem 2.1, there exists a fixed point x1n ∈ A1
of T 1n . Hence limn→∞ dist(x1n, T x1n) = 0. Again, we can assume that the sequence (x1n) is weakly
convergent and regular relative to E.
Put λ = DLU (X) < 1. Then, by Proposition 4.5 and Definition 5.2,
ru
(
E,
(
x1n
))= χE({x1n}) χE(Au(E, (xn))) λχE({xn}).
Let A2 = Au(E, (x1n)). As before, it can be shown that
T x ∩ IA2(x) = ∅ for every x ∈ A2.
By induction, we can find a sequence (xkn) in Ak =Au(E, (xk−1n )) such that limn→∞ dist(xkn,
T xkn) = 0 and
χE
({
xkn
})
 λru
(
E,
(
xk−1n
))
for all k  2. Consequently
ru
(
E,
(
xkn
))
 λkru
(
E, (xn)
)
. (3)
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y˙k ∈ A˙k . Then∥∥x˙kn − y˙k∥∥ ∥∥x˙kn − (xk−1n )U∥∥+ ∥∥(xk−1n )U − y˙k∥∥= 2ru(E, (xk−1n ))
for all n 1 and hence∥∥(xkn)U − (xk−1n )U∥∥ ∥∥(xkn)U − y˙k∥∥+ ∥∥y˙k − (xk−1n )U∥∥ 3ru(E, (xk−1n )).
Thus ∥∥(xkn)U − (xk−1n )U∥∥ 3λk−1ru(E, (xn))
and (xkn)U is convergent to some (zn)U as k → ∞. But (xkn)U ∈ T˜ (xkn)U for every k  1 and
hence (zn)U ∈ T˜ (zn)U . By (3), (zn)U ∈ E˙ and it follows that there exists z ∈ E such that
(zn)U = z˙ and z ∈ T z. 
Notice that if T :E → KC(E), we can use Theorem 2.2 and remove the assumption about
1–χ -contractivity. Thus we obtain the counterpart of Theorem 3.5 in [10].
Theorem 5.4. Let E be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of a Banach space X with
DLU (X) < 1. Assume that T :E → KC(E) is a nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a fixed point.
6. Consequences
In this section we apply results of Section 5 to generalize some previous results given in [9,12].
Recall that
α(A) = inf{d > 0: A can be covered by finitely many sets of diameter d}
is called the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness and
β(A) = sup{d: there is a sequence (xn) in A with ‖xi − xj‖ d, i = j}
is called the separation measure of noncompactness of a bounded set A ⊂ X. Let X be an
infinite-dimensional Banach space and let φ = α,β or χ . The modulus of noncompact convexity
associated with φ is defined by
ΔX,φ(ε) = inf
{
1 − dist(0,A): A ⊂ BX is convex, φ(A) ε
}
,
where BX denotes the unit ball of X.
The characteristic of noncompact convexity of X associated with φ is given by
φ(X) = sup
{
ε  0: ΔX,φ(ε) = 0
}
.
It is not difficult to see that
ΔX,α(ε)ΔX,β(ε)ΔX,χ (ε)
and consequently
α(X) β(X) χ (X).
It is known that if χ (X) < 1, then X is reflexive (see [3]).
We say that X satisfies the nonstrict Opial condition if
lim sup‖xn − x‖ lim sup‖xn − y‖
n→∞ n→∞
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The following theorem is a mild modification of [11, Theorem 3.4].
Theorem 6.1. Let E be a closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space X and let (xn) be a
bounded, weakly convergent sequence in E which is regular with respect to E. Then
rE
(
Au
(
E, (xn)
))

(
1 −ΔX,β
(
1−
))
r
(
E, (xn)
)
.
Moreover, if X satisfies the nonstrict Opial condition, then
rE
(
Au
(
E, (xn)
))

(
1 −ΔX,χ
(
1−
))
r
(
E, (xn)
)
.
Proof. Denote by z ∈ E the weak limit of (xn) and let x ∈ Au(E, (xn)). It is sufficient to notice
that, by properties of the ultralimit and Proposition 4.5, there exists a subsequence (yn) of (xn)
such that
lim
n→∞‖yn − x‖ = ru
(
E, (xn)
)= r(E, (xn))= r(E, (yn))
and (yn) is regular with respect to E tending weakly to z. We can now follow the arguments from
[11, Theorem 3.4]. 
It follows from Theorem 6.1 that
DLU (X) 1 − ΔX,β
(
1−
)
and if X satisfies the nonstrict Opial condition,
DLU (X) 1 − ΔX,χ
(
1−
)
.
Combining it with Theorem 5.3 we obtain
Theorem 6.2. Let E be a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of a Banach space X with
β(X) < 1. Assume that T :E → KC(X) is a nonexpansive and 1–χ -contractive mapping such
that T x ⊂ IE(x) for every x ∈ E. Then T has a fixed point.
This removes the separability assumption from [12, Theorem 3.6]. Moreover, if X is a reflex-
ive space with the nonstrict Opial condition we can follow the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [11] to
deduce that a nonexpansive mapping T :E → K(X) is 1–χ -contractive. Hence, by Theorems
5.3 and 6.1 again, we have:
Theorem 6.3. Let E be a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of a Banach space X with
χ (X) < 1 which satisfies the nonstrict Opial condition. Assume that T :E → KC(X) is a non-
expansive mapping such that T x ⊂ IE(x) for every x ∈ E. Then T has a fixed point.
This removes the separability assumption from [12, Theorem 3.7].
It is not difficult to see that the class of Banach spaces with χ (X) < 1 is strictly larger than
the other one with β(X) < 1.
Example. Let Xm = (2,‖ · ‖m), m ∈ (0,1], where∥∥(xn)∥∥m = max
{∥∥(xn)∥∥, 1 |x1|
}
m
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sphere SX and if x = (xn) ∈ A with |x1| < m, then A = {x}. Indeed, if y ∈ A, then
4 + ‖x − y‖2m = ‖x + y‖2m + ‖x − y‖2m = 2
(‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2) 4
and consequently x = y. Moreover
β(A0) =
√
2
(
1 − m2)= √2χ(A0),
where A0 = {(xn) ∈ SX: x1 = m}. By standard arguments, considering the sets near SX , we can
prove that χ (Xm) =
√
1 − m2 and β(Xm) =
√
2(1 −m2).
Our next result is concerned with uniformly nonsquare spaces. Recall that the James constant
of a Banach space X is defined as
J (X) = sup{‖x + y‖ ∧ ‖x − y‖: x, y ∈ BX},
see [16]. Clearly, X is uniformly nonsquare iff J (X) < 2. We say that X satisfies property
WORTH (see [34]), if for any x ∈ X and any weakly null sequence (xn) in X,
lim sup
n→∞
‖xn + x‖ = lim sup
n→∞
‖xn − x‖.
The following theorem is a mild modification of [9, Theorem 3.4].
Theorem 6.4. Let X be a Banach space satisfying property WORTH and let E be a weakly
compact convex subset of X. Assume that (xn) is a bounded, weakly convergent sequence in E
which is regular with respect to E. Then
rE
(
Au
(
E, (xn)
))
 J (X)
2
r
(
E, (xn)
)
.
Proof. Denote by z ∈ E the weak limit of (xn) and let x ∈ Au(E, (xn)). It is sufficient to notice
that there exists a subsequence (yn) of (xn) such that limn→∞ ‖yn − x‖ = r(E, (yn)) and (yn) is
regular with respect to E. We can now proceed as in the proof of [9, Theorem 3.4]. 
We conclude with the following theorem which removes the separability assumption from [9,
Corollary 3.6].
Theorem 6.5. Let X be a uniformly nonsquare Banach space satisfying property WORTH and
let E be a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of X. Assume that T :E → KC(X) is a
nonexpansive mapping such that T x ⊂ IE(x) for every x ∈ E. Then T has a fixed point.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6.4 that DLU (X) J (X)2 < 1. Moreover property WORTH im-
plies the nonstrict Opial condition (see [17]), and we can follow the proof of [11, Theorem 4.5]
to deduce that T is 1–χ -contractive. Hence, by Theorem 5.3, T has a fixed point. 
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